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FOREWORD

I

This review of the psychological settings for behavioral change with

relevance for teacher inservice education.was conducted by Dr. James J. Asher,

Professor of Psychology, San Jose State College, San Jose, California.

The review was conducted to provide a basis for decision making Eye

the professional staff of the Far West Laboratory, Berkeley, California

The Laboratory was required to commence its major program, Teacher

Education, before the review could be completed, so the material then became

a basis for decisions about other activities within the Teacher Education

Program of the Laboratory. It also provided psychologically-based material

for another document on inservice education provided for the Laboratory, viz.,

Inservice Education: Perspectives for Educators by Dr.-Dorothy Westhy-Gibson,

Professor of Education, San Francisco State College.

Both of these reviews were-products of a study of the requirements fdr

the education of teachers and other professionals. The teem conducting this
.4t!

study included Drs. Asher and Westhy-Gibson as wall-as Dr,-Peter. Etzkorn,

then Chairmen, Department of Sociology, University Of Nevada; Mrs. Gaither

Lee Martin, Coordinator, ITV, San Jose State College; their respective research

assistants and this writer.

The research assistants ably assisting Dr. Asher were Mrs. Joan Bean'and

Mr. George Caney, M.A. candidates in Psychology at San Jose State College.

December 1967

;Warm Kallenbach
Project Director
Teacher Education Program



INSEBIVICE EDUCATION : PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES

James J. Asher

Introduction

Perhaps the importance of in-- service education has been ex-

pressed with the greatest simplicity and clarity by Charles D.

Lowry who was District Superintendent of Schools in Chicago.

Lowry said, "The work of making good teachers must be carried

forward steadily because of the Immaturity of teachers on enter-

ing the profession, the unevenness of their preparation, the

singular lack of external stimulus connected with practice of

the profession, the complex nature of the work that must be

intrusted to even the poorest teacher, the profound injury that

results when the work is badly done, the constant change in

methods and curriculum." (Henry, 1957, p. ix)

Preservice and in-service education are activities on the

same continua. The training before the individual is credentialled

to teach is preservice education and later training is called in-

service education. Both segments of the continuo' have my of the

same goals, strategies and problems.

This position paper will begin with a brief history of the

service education. Historically in-service education was invented

to correct serious deficiencies in preservice education. Then, as

preservice training developed into professional college prepar-



ation the concept of in-service education shifted to a notion of

expanded training and retrains r3 so that the teacher could remain

current with the most recent innovations in education, science and

technology.

After the section on the history of in-service educations.the

ideal goals of in-service training will be presented followed by

programs which have been tried.

Then there will be a section entitled, "The Acceptance of

Innovations." This section explores a problem which seems to be

unique to in-service education. That is is there resistence to

new ideas among school personnel? What factors might account for

the resistance? How should information about instructional inno-

vations be disaemineted so that resistanne is at a minimum?

The next section will probe perhaps the most serious de-

ficiency in in-service programs: How should the program be avail'.

ated? Thensa section on future in-service programs, ncluding the

application of television and computers finally, a section with

our recommendations, and a section which summarizes the entire

paper.
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A Brief History oI In-Service Education

.before E22

Richey (1957) stated that during the time between the creation

of state systems of public schools and the nation's recovery from

the Civil War there were some good teachers, but as a rule teachers

had no more than a common-schcol education, had been exposed to

arithmetic but did not understand it, and their knowledge of English

grammar was superficial, Only a few teachers considered teaching

anything more than a transitiota7, activity before one went into a

profession or as a genteel thing to do between girlhood and marriage

(Smart, 1883),

Superintendents of education complained tl:at year after year

one-half of their teachers were under twenty-one years of age and

a sizabXe number was under sixteen. One.haif to three-fourths of

the teachers changed positions each year and one-tifth or more were

teaching for the first time (Addis, 1891) 0

Since 3o many teachers were inexperienced and untrained in the

subject matter to be taught and in professional skill, the Teacher's

Institute was invented. The early institutes were designed to re-

view and drill teachers in elementary subjects, but later more time

was given to methods of teaching and school management, This

instruction was usually in a lecture format delivered by normal.

school teachers and other persons wilo traveled the institute circuit,

Sweet (1848) reported that early institutes rtressed drill in
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elementary subjects, but there were often lectures described as

"inspirational and cultural." For example, there was a lecture on

elocution illustrated with specimens of oratory from Daniel Webster,

Henry Clay, John C. Calhoun and Colonel Crockett. And there were

lectures on methods of teachings such as one on "Elementary Reading"

and another on ';:irgans of Digestion with Practical Hints for

Teachings"

1820 To as

In 1890 few teachers had received a high school education, but

by 1910 many states required a high school diploma before one could

get a license to teach (updegraff, _911). By 1930 more than three* .

fourths or the states required high school graduation for certifi-

cation us a teacher, and between 1926 and 1937 thirty-two states

stipulated one to four years of college as a prerequisite for

licensing.

The Teacher's Institute. As other facilities for teacher-

training became available, the Teacher's Institute was the target

for many attacks. For instance, McMannis (1903) said that lecturers

in the institutes talked about pedagogical principles but violated

them by preaching activity while the audience was strictly passive°

Seerley (1908) charged that the institutes dissuaded teachers

from pursuing the longer, better organized and more exacting pro -

grams of the summer normal school° Reudiger (1910) said that the

institute which once served a useful purpose was now becoming an



anachronism. lie recommended that the institutes should have programs

which did one of the following: (a) were a professional training.

school for teachers, (b) were a meeting to inspire teachers and ac-

quaint them with the pclicies of their schools, or (c) hold teacher's

conventions, largely social in nature. By 1933 institutes were be-

coming extinct and other forms of in-service training substituted.

Teachers' readis% circles. One of the substitutes for insti-

tutes was the reading circle which by 1910 appeared in three-fourths

of the states. The work of the reading circles is difficult to

evaluate, but teachers were introduced to general books of literary

merit and were motivated to continue reading such books.

The summer school. After 1910 the movement started by the

University of Chicago in the nineties to make the summer session

an integral part of the academic program increased rapidly. In the

summer school the teacher could do college work.

Extension courses. Extension courses after the turn of theWEDSMIBP

century raised their standards for admission and granted college

credit. By 1910 correspondence courses were offered by ten state

universities and a number of colleges.

The role of the Impervisor The most powerful change agent

for the improvement of teachers was thought to be the supervisor.

Lowry (1908) said that special supervisors should give model lessons

in each classroom, criticize the work done, give directions for

future work and hold classes to instruct the regular teachers. Sub-
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ject supervisors should visit teachers and help them with their

preparations and special problems.

The supervisory staft was considered the authority who should

determine the curriculum, textbooks, standards and methods of in-

struction. They judged whether the teacher achieved the standards

in materials used and methods of instruction.

As the training of teachers increased, the role of the princi-

pal changed from director to one who had skill in group problem

solving. Historically the primary prerequisite for a principal-

ship was the ability to handle unruly children, but later when

teachers were thought of as professionals sharing in educational

decision-making, the principal's task was to collaborate with

teachers for group problem solving.



Goals

Corey (195 ?) felt that while t:'e goal of preservice training

was memorization of subject molter and the answers to instructional

problems, the goal of in-service education aLould be preparation

for independent and creative problem - solving --- usually as a cooper-

ative group activity. In fact the point of view which dominated

the fifty-sixth year book of the National Society for the Study of

Education was that in- service education should provide maximum

opportunity for cooperative group problem-solving. Specifically,

it was strongly recommended that small groups of teachers have the

opportunity to identify a problem on which they want to work, decide

on the moat productive ways to solve the problem, have access to a

variety of resources, try out the idea and evaluate the results.

In a different attempt to identify goals of iu.service edu-

cation, this committee examined a sampling of in-service practices

in Northern California and Nevada (Nallenbach, 1966). We dis-

covered a divergency of activity which ranged from listening to

haiku verse for general self- improvement to a Saturday bus ride for

a day of exploration into an oil field.

It was possible, however, to categorize the in- service prac-

tices into four basic goals which were:

1) Skill training

2) Information

3) Attitude change, and

4) General self-improvement



Skill ,training, Skill in this context seems to have two

meanings. In one sense, skill means that one can do something after

training which he could not do before training. A behavior pattern

did not exist until a certain learning activity had been completed.

For example, Edwin Black (Kallenbach, 1966) reported an in- service

program in which English teachers, trained in the traditional style

of grammar, learned to apply structural linguistics and transfor-

mational grammar.

The second meaning of skill is that a behavior pattern existed

before training, but the learning activity was designed to increase

proficiency. Proficiency may be defined as a reduction in reaction

time necessary to perform a task or a reduction in effort, probably

through a process cf information reduction. Skill in the second

sense depends more on information reduction than on information

acquisition. Specifically, one eliminates informational "noise"

--.irrelevant detail.--masking the figure-ground organization which

has the greatest simplicity, As an illustration, a dentist told

his patient, "Look, I can extract your impacted molars but it will

take me an hour. Dr. Dundee specializes in this procedure and can

perform the extractions in ten mint tee." The implicatior is that

both dentists have the basic skill but one can accomplish the task

in less time and probably with less effort. FUrther, it is hypo-

thesized that the reduction in time and effort may be a function

of a reduction in informational "noise."



Dr. Dundee, through constant practice with impacted molars, has

eliminated informational cues---kinesthetic, tactile and cognative

-.which are irrelevant. Dr. Dundee has discovered simpler and

simpler figure-ground organizations which result in automatic re-

ductions in time and effort.

As this concept of skill applies to in-service education, one

may refer to a report by Arthur L. Costa (Kallenbach, 1966) con-

cerning the technique of inquiry. Most teachers have used in-

quirt' as a method, but the intent was to increase the teacher's

proficiency with the technique.

Information. Skill tends to be associated with performance,

usually physical activity. Information is cognative input which

may not necessarily have a one tl one relationship with output or

performance. In skill, output is congruent with input if the train-

ing is successful. If performance is, in a sense, a non-reversed

mirror image of the model, one has achieved the skill. In skill,

the performance tends to be terminal and not intended for transfer

to some other learning activity. For instance, when one learns the

backstroke in swimming, the training is complete when the learner's

behavior is a replication of the model.

With information, one does not necessarily expect a one to one

correspondence between input and output. The elements of trans-

position and novelty may transform the incoming information into

unpredictable outputs. The classic illustration of this form applied

to linguistics is the achievement of fluency in speaking a language.



One is not fluent if input is only identical with output. If the

learner can only say what he has heard the model say in training,

he hes not achieved fluency. Fluency depends on a transposition

of input utterances into novel outputs. For example, the Circle.

year-old child has achieved fluency in English when he utters per-

fectly grammatical sentences which he has never heard before, as

when Kiki Powers, age three, told her mother, "Mommy, you're the

best mommy in the mommy business."

This notion, as it applies to in- service education, can be

shown through a report by Rosella Linskie (Kallenbach, 1966). In

Mrs. Ltnskiegs program, teachers discovered their community in

Saturday bus rides to an oil field, an Indian village and a lumber

site. Somehow we expect that the information from these experiences

will be transposed into projects, units and field trips for students.

If the result of the experiences is that the teacher simply recites

details of the trip to her class, we would be disappointed. Rather,

the intention is that the information will have divergent transfor-

mations into novel outputs*

Attitude change. A third goal of in-service education may be

to modify attitudes. Attitudes are defined here as positive or

negative feelings towards people, events or things. For example,

the aim may be to shift teacher attitudes toward minority groups

or toward community problems or toward research within public

schools. A specific illustration of this is an in-service program

in human relations as described by Irving Katuna (Kallenbach, 1966)0



In Katuns project, the intent was to enable teachers in a San

Francisco school district "to evaluate their feelings and under -

standings" of teacher and community problems in a changing metro-

politan public school system. The strategy for attitude change

was maximum discussion and interaction by the teachers themselves,

supplemented with panel presentations and lectures by community

leaders, field trips and on-the-scone discussion of problems in

selected neighborhoods.

There is an intricate research literature on attitude change

and from this literature, two implications seem especially relevant

to the problem of in-service education. The first is that most

studies of attitude change do not show long-term effects. An im-

portant research problem would be to demonstrate the conditions

under which long-term attitude modification can be achieved° The

second implication is that there is not a simple one to one relat-

ion ship between information, attitudes and overt behavior. This

is illustxAted in studies of attitudes toward smoking. Feather

(1963) has shown that smokers are just as aware of negative infor-

mation about smoking as non-smokers, but the smoker is apt to

evaluate the data differently. Even though there is no significant

difference in the knowledge about smoking research between smukers

and non-smokerse.the smoker tends to be less convinced about a

causal connection between smoking and lung cancer°

Pervin and Yatko (1965) explored further and found that 92

percent of the smokers in their sample agreed with the view that



"It is hard to escape the conclusion that the statistical relation-

ships found reflect a direct causal connection between smoking and

lung cancer." Smokers tend to accept this statenent as an abstrac-

tion, but disbelieve the implications as these apply to individuals

or groups. The smoker is apt to believe that the risk is not per-

sonally relevant to him. For example, Pervin and Yatko stated that

"Compared to non-smokers, smokers tend to feel that one has to smoke

for a longer time to be in danger and that a cure for all cancer

will come sooner." (p. 33)

Perhaps the complex relationship of attitudes to overt behavior

can also be shown in the literature from educational television. In

a review of experimental studies in educational television since 1950,

Greenhill concluded that "...most of the studies of students' atti-

tudes toward instructional methods have found little or no relation-

ship between attitude toward or preference for different methods of

instruction, and actual measured learning from those methods."

(Maclennan* and Reid, 1964, p. 23)

Apparently the student's evaluation of specific television courses

and his affective reactions, no matter how negative, do not retard

his learning. One intuitively would expect a direct correspondence

between attitudes and overt behavior, but in the case of instructional

television none has been shown.



In-Service Education Programs

Berge, Russell and Walden (1957) selected 314 school systems

to represent in-service education programa in t%e. United States.

From questionnaires Bert to these school systems, 145 responded.

The in-service programs were then organized into tx :ree categories:

tl:e centralized approach, the decentralized approach and the

centrally co-ordinated approach.

Centralized ,Approach

This approach is based on the notion that curriculum develop-

ment should be initiated, managed and usually conducted by persons

in tliti central office of a school system such as the superintendent,

curriculum director or supervisor. Of the 36 schools which fell

into this category, the problems chosen for committee study seem

to be selected because of their significance to central-office

personnel rather than to members of the teaching staff. Most of

the problems were concerned with subject matter offerings of the

school system. It would appear that the central office dominates

the in-service activities and gives little attention to the psychology

of change which suggests that individuals are more likely to change

when they work on problems significant to them and when they share

in the problem solving decision.

The Decentralized Approach

This is the conviction that curriculum improvement is the re-

sponsibility of the individual school staff. The central office may

be aware of such activity in the local school unit and it may pro-



vide consultant service, but it assumes a minimum of responsibility

for initiation, direction or co-ordination of the programs.

Of the respondents, 26 schools, or 18 percent were classified

as decentralized. The problems reported indicate that individuals

and groups were working on problems of significance to them. The

topics most frequently mentioned were materials of instruction.

teaching techniques, records, reports, child study, guidance and

human relations.

Changes as a result of in-service activity were new guides and

courses in subject areas, improved services to students, bettor

student achievement, revised reporting systems, improved practices

in unit teaching, grouping and long-range planning. Other lees

tangible changes were improvements in professional attitudes, better

understanding of children, more exchange of ideas between teachers

and a closer cooperation of faculties.

Centrally Co-ordinated Approach

This is a combination of the other two approaches in which

there is a co-.ordination of local programs through the central office.

The co-ordination is shown in planning, problem-solving are' the pro-

vision of resource people and consultants.

Fifty-seven percent, or 83, of the school systems sampled were

in the category of the centrally co-ordinated approach. There were

indications that the central office did not dominate in-service pro-

jects since much of the teachers participation on planning committees

was voluntary.



In over three-fourths of the school systems in this category,

evaluation was a part of the in-service program. Thirty-eight

percent used oral reactions, 20 percent used unsigned questionnaires

and 45 percent used a combination of evalwAive techniques.
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The Psychology of Change: Some Guidelines

J. Cecil Parker (1957) presented guidelines "for planning,

organizing and conducting in-service education activities and pro-

grams in schools and school systems." This model was programmatic

rather than instrumental because Parker offered generalizations

which were rarely translated into operational terms. Perhaps the

Parker article is rather typical of the discussion type papers

available in the literature on in-service education.

The intent here will be to give a synoptic review of Parker's

conceptualizations and in each instance to indicate where a trans-

formation into operational terms is necessary if we want adminis-

trators and teachers to apply these ideas to their own in-service

problems.

Parker begins with the idea that an important problem for in-

service education is one which has significance for the people

volved. The term "significant" means that the individual can be-

come involTed in it emotionally as well as intellectually; the

problem can be seen as a basis for action and a solution is demanded

by the situation.,

At an abstract level of thinking the three criteria of sig-

nificance seem rather satisfying. But when one searches for ways

to implement the criteria, none seem visible. For instance, should

the principal gather teachers around a table and then say, "Will

each of you please suggest one problem which we will study and

eventually solve as a group?" Or, should the principal have a list



of problms from which the group selects one for exploration? How

does one recognize when the members of Le group are emotionally

and intellectually involved in a problem? Does the format in which

a problem is presented to a group determine the extent of emotional

and intellectual involvement? What effect do individual differ.

ences among teachers have on emotional and intellectual involvement?

What individual differences arm important for this involvement to

occur? Data are non-existent for all of these questions which should

be answered if school personnel are expected to make the transition

from a prescription to action.

The second guideline suggested by Parker is that the same

people who identify the problem should determine the goals and plan

the means for achieving the goals. This guideline is operational.

The third guideline was that there should be many opportunities

for members of the group to relate themselves to each other. Oper-

ationally, this means either small subgroups of two or three peoples

or informal contacts as when two people meet casually for lunch.

The fourth guideline is that one or more persons should pro-

vide expert help in individual and group problem-solving processes.

Parker feels that "there is no one pattern or at of logical and

sequential steps of problem-solving processes. Each group should

make its own plans and possibly may not use the same procedures more

than once or twice." (p0 111) towever, these thoughts may assist

the group in the problem - solving process:



1) Do we have realistic goals?

2) Are we working on specific problems?

3) Are we-moving from identification problems to an attack

upon a problem?

4) Are we utilizing all potential resources -group members,

consultants, research, facts, feelings, experience, opinions?

5) Are we planning and utilizing a variety of procedures?

6) Are we achieving variety in the role structure in the group?

7) What are our strengths and weaknesses in communication?

8) Have we agreed upon methods of making decisions?

9) Have we developed means of assimilating new members and late

arrivals?

10) Are we studying the relationships of our groups to all re-

lated individuals and groups?

11) Have we perfected means of moving from decisions into action?

12) Are we making evaluation, testing, and assessment of con-

sequences significant at all times?

13) Are we accepting the facts of differences in perceptions of

group members?

The problem-solving guidelines are programmatic since the oper-

ations which permit one to decode the generalizations into behavior

have yet to be stated.



The next guideline is to create an atmosphere where members

of the group feel maximum security within the group because this

feeling is a prerequisite if members are to take responsibility,

initiative and provide leadership for others.

Specifically, how is security created within a group? Row is

security recognized? Is it possible t'lat a group can feel too

secure? There are data suggesting t!..at a certain level of tension

facilitates productivity. A complete absence of anxiety may be

contra-indicated for group problem-solving. kll of these questions

are fundamental if Parker's fifth guideline is to be translated

into action,

The sixth guideline is to use a multiplicity of resources.

Resource persons can come from the school staff, parents, custodians

and professional people in the community. This is a suggestion which

can be made even more workable if careful records were kept of the

experiences, talents, malls and special interests of all

adults in the community. Such a talent inventory could be invalu-

able to any group attempting to solve an educational problem.

The seventh guideline is to develop the simplest possible means

to move from decisions to actions. Alain, here is an idea which one

is apt to agree with at an abstract level of thinking, but oper-

ationally, what is meant by the "simplest possible means"? What

criteria can be used to differentiate the simple from the complex?

And, how simple is simple? when should the creative process stop?



How do we identify the optimal pattern of simplicity?

The eighth guideline is to build an experim ntal climate in

a school so that teachers will feel free to try out new ideas.

Operationally, this is accomplished by constant encouragement and

support, especially by those in status positions such as the prin-

cipal.

The ninth guideline is that evaluation should be an essential

aspect of an in-service project. Parker recommends that factual

data be separated from value judgment in an evaluation.effort.

Perhaps this is the most impOrtant idea in the Parker article.

A group can invent a program which intuitively appears to be most

effective but without an adequate set of evaluative data, the program

remains undocumented and therefore has low credibility. From the

sample of in-service projects drawn from Nevada and Northern Cali..

fornia, it was was rare to find one with evaluative data (Kallenbach,

196F).

The tenth guideline is that the network of individuals in

administration, supervision and teaching should interrelate. Of

course the notion of optimal interrelating is highly abstract and

needs a translation into operational terms before the concept can

be a basis of action.

Perhaps a concept such as optimal interrelationships cannot

be communicated except through case histories of organizations in

which this ideal is approached. One example may be the Federal

Bureau of Investigation which has become a model organization in



law enforcement partly because of optimal interrelating between

agents in the field, scientists and technicians in the laboratory,

and the administration*

The eleventh guideline is that individual differences of the

group's members should be accepted and used. Here is a thought

which most would agree with, but once again to act on this

suggestion requires some operational transformations. For example,

how should one cope with members who resist change? Should a "foot.

dragging.' style of thinking be rewarded?

The final guideline is that the group should not merely accept

the status quo, but they should try to imagine better educational,

social, economic and political conditions. The group should welcome

new and even deviant ideas*



The Acceptance of Innovations/

A General Model

Tie aeneral process by which innovations may be accepted has

been amlyzed in Everett M. Rogers' book, Diffusion of Innovations,

(1962). In Rogers' book, the concept of how innovations become in..

tegrated into existing behavior was based on findings from 506 re-

search studies taken from anthropology, education, and rural, in-

dustrial, and medical sociology.

One inference is that there are extensive individual differ-

ences in the readiness to adopt a new idea. There is evidence that

the distribution of people who accept the innovation in time approxi-

mates a normal curve. Early versus late adopters show sharp con-

trasts. For instance, early adopters are less likely to discontinue

the innovation. They require less adaptation time then late adopters,

Adaptation time refers to awareness of the idea, evaluation, and

trial. Early adopters try innovati-ons on a smaller scale than later

adopters. Early adopters are younger, tend to !Awe higher social

status, and have a more favorable financial position than later

adopters.

In comparison with late adopters, early adopters tend to have a

more specialized role and they have c different type of mental ability.

/Most of the theoretical concepts and empirical data in this section

were taken from review papers prepared by Dorothy WestbyGibaon

(1967) and Peter Etzkorn (1967). Stzkorn contributed the sociologi-

cal implications in the general model and Westby-Gibson conducted the

literature search which showed law the problem of innovation accept-

ance applied to schools.



They are apt to be in close contact with information sources which

originated the new idea and they utilize a greater number of diff-

erent information sources. Early adopters are less dependent on

the influence of their peers than late adopters. Early adopters are

more cosmopolite and are more apt to be opinion leaders.

An opinion leader, which seems to be characteristic of early

adopters, is described as one who has more impersonal, technically

accurate, and cosmopolite sources of information Clan does the

follower of an opinion leader. Opinion leaders have more social

participation, higher social status, and are more innovative than

their followers.

Besides individual differences as illustrated with early and

late adopters, Caere are certain variables which either facilitate

or hinder the adoption of a new idea. First, Cae process of adoption

begins with awareness, Oen there is a period of evaluation followed

by trial and climaxing in adoption or non.adoption.

In the awareness state important factors are that information

sources are impersonal and cosmopolite while in the evaluation stage

personal sources and local inforiva.ion see© important. In the eval-

uation state personal influence from peers has more effect than in

any other stage. Further, personal influence from peers has more

impact in uncertain situations than clear-cut situations. The time

period from the point of awareness to the actual trial of the idea

is longer than the time from the trial to the decision in favor of

adoption.
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A crisis such as when the Russians launched the first satellite,

tends to emphasize the relative advantage of an innovation and in-

creases the rate of adoption.

The rate at which an idea is adopted is affected by the compati-

bility, complexity, communicability and divisibility of an inno-

vation as perceived by members of a social system. Another factor

which influences the rate of adoption is the extent of promotional

efforts by change agents. Commercial change agents have more in-

fluence in the trial state than any other stage.

As to how innovated people will be this seems to be related

to a modern rather than a traditional orientation, and the individ-

ual's innovativeness varies directly bath the norms of his social

system on innovativenesa. Innevators are perceived as deviants by

other rembers of their social system and innovators tend to perceive
05

themselves
A

deviant from the norm3 of their social systems. When

the orieutution in a solia3 system is moderne the flow of ideas will

be impeded depending upon tie differences in innorativeness between

individaal,.

lu summary, Rogers presents a general model for the diffusion

of innovations which is based on concepts of individual differences

as characterized by early and late adopters, a cognitive process

thromh which an idea mist travw.se before it is adopted such as

awareness, evaluation, trial and then adoption, and finally, Rogers

describes variables which influence the rate at whif)h an idea moves

through each stage.
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As Applied to Schools

Van Dalen (1964) suggests that change is facilitated in school

as a function of a readiness to consider change, the initiation of

change and conditions which increase the probability of change.

A readiness for the teachers to change may be stimulated by

encouraging teachers to be self-critical, optimistic about finding

ways to solve problems, and confident about their capacity to cope

with change. Give teachers the opportunity to observe schools that

are making promising changes, encourage staff members 14.4.th the

greatest understanding of research techniques to take advanced study,

and Van Delon would ask professional people from the community to

acquaint the staff with recent research.

Once the teachers are ready for ,,bange, the implementation can

be achieved through maximum participation by teachers. This means

that the teachers should make a thorough analysis of the problem,

propose a number of solutions, evaluate each solution, select one

proposal, then perfect it.

Further, there are certain conditions which facilitate change.

For example, give teachers the time, materials and incentives

necessary to solve problems, Establish lines of communication which

are free of noise. This means that views can be exchanged without
people

screening, a place is provided so that can verify facts which

will neutralize the tendency for rumors to be generated, and permit

a wide range of people including parents, administrators and

students to make suggestions and register objections.
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As the problem solving progresses, there should be continual

self- assessment, and openness to reconsider decisions, courace to

discard a plan if it is not workin; ;, and a continuous search for

ways to expand and improve

tuba (1965) contrasts change in education with change in other

fields as agriculture and medicine. Change in agriculture should

not be a literal model for education because of these considerations.

First, the decision to change in education is made by an agent of a

bureaucratic social system. Whereas in other fields the decision

is made by an individual entrepreneur --the farmer or physician.

Secondly, sources of information about innovations in fields other

than education may be well institutionalized. An example of this

would be the agricultural experimental station. Thirdly, innovations

in other fields are based on research evidence and are thoroughly

field tested before being made generally available, An example would

be the Salk or Sabin vaccine for polio. Innovations in education

not
mayl.be research oriented partly as a function of the difficulty in

developing adequate criterion measures. In agriculture and medicine

criterion measures tend to be specific, operational, representative

and easily accessible. In education, even the variable of learning

is so complex that,: it is difficult to translate into meaningful

operational measures. The criterion measure of learning must con.

Bider such complexities as socioeconomic status of the school, the

teacher, and individual differences among students.



Thirdly, most innovations in of er areas are disseminated

through institutionalised change agents such as the county agrid

cultural agent. There are few effective institutionalised change

agents in education with the possible exception of the textbook

salesman.

Fourthlyt the acceptance of educational innovations is

affected by forces not present in other fields. For instance,

t:iere are "product specifinations" such as those articulated by

state examinations and by textbooks, There is the belief in local

autonomy in controlling the school ana the belief that the teacher

is an autonomous professional who.must be completely responsible

for his curriculum, methods and content. Then still another factor

is the belief that teaching is an "art" which can be judged and

guided only in intuitive trms.

In the Lippitt et al (1967) article, which appeared in Richard

I. Miller's book, Perspectives on Educational Change, (1967), forces

which clock or advance the adoption of innovations are identified

with the principal, the individual teacher, the teacher's peer group,

the paysical facilities, and characteristics of the proposed inno-

vation,

The principal can enhance the adaptation of innovations by

supporting experimentation. This support is shown in rewarding

attempts at experimentation, being involved himself in the problem,

being open to augcestions from teachers, encouraging a two-way

flow of information, A specific example of such a principal ix
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Mr. Al Trawinski who is the principal at the Laurelwood School in

Sunnyvale, California. Mr. Trawinski supports experimentation by

participating himself in innovations within the school. For in-

stance, three days a week he uses a novel procedure to teach

kindergarteners printing; he teaches in an experimental ungraded

reading program; he organized parents to begin a preaschool for

two-and one -half- year -old children; he drives three special grlups

of children, who are neurologically handicapped or mentally re-

tarded, to swim classes at the Y. H. C. A. every Tuesday evening;

and, he keeps his school open until eleven o'clock every night for

a community school.

Rogers categorized individual differences in the receptivity

to innovation as early adopters and late adopters. Lippitt cate-

gories could be represented as open versus closed teachers. Teachers

who ars "closed" resist change, fear evaluation and reject any im-

plication of failure. They tend to be dogmatic, pessimistic, afraid

to experiment and negativistic about group work. As might be ex-

pected, teachers who are open tend to show behavior in converse to

the closed teacher. For example, the open teacher is searctling for

new ways, seeks help from peers and consultants, and is receptive

to the possibility of adapting or modifying practices. This individ-

ual is optimistic, able to pattern a practice to fit his own style

and class, perceives the group as ftstrumental for academic learning,
the

and understandseonnection bei:ween mental health and tace.denic:

learning,
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A teacher's peer group can block tIle adoption of innovations

when tLere is not much communication between teachers, when the

group norm enforces privatism, and when peers generally react neg-

atively to new ideas. The peer culture increases the rate of

adoption when the sharing of problems and practices become a matter

of school routine, public recognition is given to innovators and

adopters, and innovation diffusion is perceived as a cooperative

task. In this eetting the sharing of ideas is expected, social

norms support the asking and giving of help, and there is a contin-

ual search for new ideas.

Obstacles in the physical situation include: no time for

teachers to get together, too many clerical duties to share ideas,

classrooms are isolated, and no rooms are available for meetings.

When the physical setting is patterned vs follows, tl:a diffusion

of innovations is facilitated. Teachers are encouraged to meet

frequently by hiring substitutes to free the teacheeso lunchtime

is used for discussions, studcats are sent hors for ..-An afternoon,

and extr clilrIcal help is provided*

A new practice is not apt to be adopted if the idea requires

a great output of energy, new skills, a change in teacher values

or new facilities. When the new practice has the following features,

the probability of adoption is enhanced: consultant and peer help

is available to develop the idea; it can be done a little at a

time; there is a built-in evaluation to rake progress visible? and

the idea is student-oriented rather than subject-oriented.



The authoritarian teacher. Bean and Asher (1967) searched the

literature in social psychology for studies which related the

authoritarian personality to teaching. The expectation was that

the higher the authoritarian tendencies, the greater the rigidity

and therefore the more the individual is apt to be closed, inflex-

ible, and a late adopter.

post of the studies to be reported next measured authoritarian

tendencies with the F-scale (Adorno, et al, 1950). Juul (1953) in-

vestigated the F-scale scores in rf".ion to attitudes toward child

behavior. The subjects were college seniors in a teacher training

curriculum. Juul hypothesized that teacher trainees with higher

F-scale scores would be more authoritarian and would have lower

scores on a measure of teacher attitudes entitled, "How I Teach."

The teaching attitudes in the lat:er scale were based on concepts

from child psychology, mental hygiene' and modern learning

theory. The hypothesis was supported with a negative correlation

between the F-scale and the "How I Teach" measure.

At the Unir,c.vsity of Michigan, Levinson and Schmerhorn (1951)

wanterl to know how an eight-week in-service summer workshop would

affect the participants' scores on the F- scale. They found that

teachers (N 21) had significantly higher F-scale scores than non-

teachers (N lc 11) before the workshop and also after the workshop

experience.

At the University of Illinois, Jones and Gaier (1953) found

that teacher trainees scored significantly higher en the F-scale



than non-teachers. Ite ©s discriminating most between teachers and

non-teachers were concerned with social customs and mores. A

further analysis showed that scores on authoritarianism were not

related to age, length of teaching, school level taught, the fre-

quency of church attendance or political affiliation.

Brumbaugh, Hoedt and Beisel (1966) used high and low scores

on Rokeachs dogmatism (D-scale) to represent operationally closed-

and open-mindedness. They found that student teachers in mathe-

matics, science and social studies were significantly more likely

to be closed - minded than those in foreign languages, English or

Fine Arts. Curiously, there were no significant differences in

open-mindedness for the supervising teachers in each academic area

mentioned.

Future research with the F- or D-scales as applied to teachers

should control fcr age, years of teaching experience and academic

areas of interest. It has yet to be shown that a measure of

authoritarian or dogmatic tendencies in teachers is related to overt

behavior in the classroom such as open-mindedness to innovations,

early adoption of innovations and effectiveness of teaching.

The Brickell Report

Perhaps the most important document to study for insight into

the problem of educational innovation is "Organizing New York State

for Educational Change" by Henry K. Brickell which was published

in December 1961. This report was based on data collected from 100

public school systems representing the total range of types and



sizes in New York State. Fifteen hundred classrooms at all grade

levels were visited long enough to get an over-all impression of

the kind of educational program, the kind of teaching personnel,

and the kind of physical facilities which characterized the school

system. Almost all interviews were with ad-linistrative personnel.

In addition, thirteen colleges and universities were visited and

faculty members in the departments of education were interviewed.

Next) a syno:cis Lill be presented cf variables which *Ay leVe
a powerful effect as

Achange within school systems. The Brickell Report besins with the

observation that the firing of the Soviet Sputnik I on October 4,

1957 produced educational innovations in New York State which doubled

the usual rate of change. Interestingly, these accelerated zhanges

were almo_t all concerned with content of courses and the grouping

of students. There was almost no change in the kind of school

personnel employed, the way in which these people were organized,

and the physical arrangement of time and rooms.

The school as a social institution may be conceptualized

as six structural elements: teachers, students, subjects, methods,

times, and places. The Brickell Report tries to describe signifi-

cant shifts in the normal arrangement of those institutional ele-

ments. First, how does the public, the board, the administrator,

and the teacher influence chahge? The public and the board of

education are lightweight variables in the initiation of specific

innovations. Usually it is not necessary to arouse active enthusiasm

from either of these two groups for specific changes. However, either



group can be powerful forces to block an innovation if there are

strong feelings of opposition.

Contrary to general opinion, administrators and not teachers

are effective change agents for educational innovations. The

teacher is not an independent professional who is free to decide

what he will teach to whom at what time and at what price. As

loft as he remains inside the classroom, he is in total control.

Once outside the classroom, he does not have the authority to pro-

pose a new type of instructional program. Therefore, the decision-

making for any major educational innovation is determined by the

administrator.

Only three types of educational change can be made by the

teacher without interdiction by the administrator. First, the

teacher can change a classroom practice within his own classroom.

Secondly, the teacher can reorganize existing ccntent in colla-

boration with another teacher. For instance, arithmetic topics

can be rearranged between the fourth and fifth grades. Thirdly,

the teacher can introduce a single special course. A teacher may

retrrn from a sumaer institute and urge the administrator to schedule

a course for bright students. NotP that this course is usually

terminal and does not have an effect on the work of other teachers.

Few new instructional programs are invented in any local school

system. Most local chanues are adaptions of programs used elsewhere.

The decision to try or not to try a new program is conditioned by

a number of factors. First, any new program in other school systems



is suspect. The suspicion is generated by the belief that the new

program has been concocted to get outside recognition and does not

have any real advantage over current practice. If in many visits,

it is discovered teat the novel program is no better, this is

deeply satisfying because it reassures us that "our local children

have been well served all along."

Secondly, speeches, literature, research, reports and conver-

sation are interesting, but not as convincing as a visit to a

successful new program. Thirdly, the visit to a new program will

be persuasive depending on how similar the visited school is to

one's own school. TLe greater this difference, the stronger the

tendency to conclude that "the program cannot be duplicated in our

school" or if duplicated, it might fail. Fourthly, instructional

innovations are almost always evaluated by observing the reactions

of the students while they are receiving the new instruction. The

student's affective reaction is the most convincing measure of

success. If students react with interest and enthusiasm, the pro-

gram is apt to be judged as successful.

Surprisingly, the Brickell Report expresses the opinion that

colleges, universities and professional associations have almost

no influence on innovations in the New York public schools. In-

stitutions of hilVer learning are not organized or financed to

introduce a new instructional program. Colleges deal with in-

dividual teachers and the individual teacher is not a strong agent

of change. For a school system to adopt a new instructional pro-



gram requires that an effort be directed to the entire staff of a

particular school. Further, teacher education programs are de-

signed to develop "a general professional wisdom" rather than train

individuals in specific instructional techniques. Actual in-

struction in specific techniques is the responsibility of in-ser-

vice education programs sponsored by the schools that employ the

teachers.

The publications of professional associations do acquaint

school personnel with what is taking place in other schools, but

the printed material and speeches have little persuasive effect.

Presentations at professional meetings tend to be random, disjointed,

overlapping, and unfocused. The report stated that, "it seems

strange that teachers, who deal every working day with the problem

of reaching sharply differing pupils, should do almost nothing to

screen audiences or guide speakers so that better learning could

take place at professional meetings." (p. 56)

The Brickell Report suggests that three critical events

necessary for a successful Innovation are design, evaluation,

zaid dissemination. How these events work :may be seen in agriculture,

medicine or industry. For an illustration from agriculture, in

1387 the Hatch Act authorized the Federal government to finance

agricultural experiment stations to discover something definitive

the the college of agriculture to teach.

Then for twenty-five years Cie experimental stations tried to

disseminate research findings directly to farmers with research



reports, three-day institutes, travelling exhibits, bulletius,

speeches and demonstrations at the stations* Because these approaches

failed, the Smith-Lever Act in 1914 created the agricultural exten-

sion service to solve the special problem of dissmlnaUon. Here

is how the situation works: First, the experimental station uses

basic research from agriculture and other scientific fields to in.

vent a new strain of seed. The seed is then evaluated through care-

fully controlled tests in a variety of plots. If the teats are

successful, the staff at the experimental station describes the re-

sults in research reports. Then the dissemination period begins*

An extension specialist translates the research into a practical

plan for using the new seed* The county agent then promotes the

use of the new seed by persuading one farmer to demonstrate its use

on his farm so that neighboring farmers an observe the results.

For farmers who want to change (Rogers would call this group the

early adopters), the agent supplies all the information and support

necessary to try the innovation.

Just as in agriculture, the three critical events in education

for a successful innovation are design, evaluation and dissemination*

Design is basic research from psychology, sociology and other

behavioral sciences. This basic research is invented and tested

in situations which are necessarily artificial, enriched and free.

For instance, programmed learning, computerized instruction, PSSC

physics, ZMA mathematics, BSCS biology, and CHEM and CBA chemistry

were all generated in artifically created, free settings. All were



developed in situations where the researchers had the time, funds

and freedom of direction necessary to produce an innovation. None

of these innovations was spontaneously created in the work-a..day

environment of school systems.

Once the innovation has been created, the next step is field

testing under controlled conditiolu. The novel procedure must be

used over a period of time in a range of school systems and the re-

sults compared with the results achieved with other procedures.

Finally, the innovation must be disseminated. Perhaps here is

where education should create a role analogous to the county agent

in agriculture. The task of education's county agent would be to

translate the innovation into a practical plan for specific school

systems, then persuade "early adopter" type administrators to try

the idea in their schools, so that neighboring administrators can

visit and observe the results. Of course education's county agent

would need the financing to enable him to supply all the information,

skill and materials the adopting administrators need to try the

change.



letribution of the Educational putkaniall

It is curious that even research-oriented educational psycholo

gists have not been primarily interested in new instructional

innovations. For example, a search of the Journal of Educational
only

Psychology, between the years of 1955 and 1967 produced one study

reporting data on an instructional innovation used in the classroom.

Significantly this was carried out with the perennial college fresh»

men in a mathematics course (Ahmann and Glock, 1959). An experi-

mental class in freshman mathematics was designed to meet the weak-

nesses of entering students as defined by ACT scores. Participants

were selected from a list of low scores---every second name was

chosen.

The course content included a review of junior high school

arithmetic, elementary algebra, slide rule, ratio and proportion,

trigonometry and logarithms. The same instructor taught six sections.

Dependent variable measures were grade point average, final grades

in courses involving mathematics, gains in knowledge of mathematics

and the tendency to remain enrolled in the university. There was

no statistical difference on the dependent variable measures between



those enrolled in the typical course offering and those enrolled

in the experimental program. The authors report that subsequent

mathematics achievement was not influenced by this experimental

class, now was the freshmen attrition rate affected.

This study is discussed here to illustrate the paucity of

research conducted in the classroom by oducational psychologists.

The regular classroom is le&at frequently the environment used for

educational research. Note that the one study reported dealt with

students from a select Ivy League university and the specific

innovative idea is unclear. Was it the course content or the

arrangement and timing of the subject? And educators interested

in utilizing the experimental mathematics program would not find

a description of "how to do it" now would he find a report of

student characteristics and individual differences in performance

before and after the program*

A representative sample of studies from the Journal of

Educational Research was selected to demonstrate the range of

educational variables of interest to researchers° The selection

was made between the years of 1955 and 1967 from all studies con-

cerned with elementary or secondary students in classroom situ..

ations. Not one of the studies abstracted was conducted with the

child below the median in school performance° This is especially

interesting when one considers that the Project Edinn report

(1965) surveyed teachers and pupils in nineteen California

school systems and found that one of the most important problems



as perceived by teachers was the need for programs, curriculum and

techniques designed for children below the median in ability.

These are not children at the extreme end of the distribution, such

as the mentally retarded or neurologically handicapped, but children

in the normal range who are below the median in ability.

It is true that educational psychology has generated a number

of important innovations in instructions For exarple, Harrington

and Durrell (1955) studied reading readiness of 1000 first grade

children, showing that auditory and visual perceptual skills are

related to reading achievement. This study influenced new reading

programs such as the Frostig Developmental Reading Program and the

Sullivan PrePrimer Reading Series. Both of these programs come

bine auditory and visual discrimination tasks with phonics training.

However, not one of the studies published between 1955 and 1967

conducted an evaluation of a new program comparing it to a traditional

on,.

A few studies did approximate a classic evaluation. For instance

Jackson (1956) wanted to evaluate the idea of as individual reading

center which consisted of materials and games in the classroom© One
r.

group of first graders used the reading center as an adjunct to a

traditional reading program, another group had only the traditional

approach, and a third group 1264 a combination of the traditional and

the tutorial. No significant differences were found between the

three approaches. The criticise of the Jackson study is that the

independent variable, the reading center, was not evaluated by itself.



And, no information was reported on individual differences. It

would have been interesting to compare the performance of children

above and below the median in ability to explore how these im-

portant differences interact with the instruntional program.

Not one study between 1955 and 196? in the Journal f

Educational Ltiniiolosz, the Journal of Educational Research, or

the jollnal Everimenta; Child ytycholoR reported a longi-

tudinal study of any instructional innovation. These long term

investigations are Important if we are to determine.the practical

effects of innovaticnsc For instance, does the instructional

format for reading in the first grade make any difference in bow

children read in the second grade? If an innovation has a tran-

sient effect which dissipataa rapldly, then the practicality of

the idea is limited.

In summary, the educational psychologist who ohnlid give the

strongest leadership in the idvantion end evaluation of educaticiaa/

Innovations has not been completely successful for the following

reasons. First, rarely does he study a phenomenon in the natural

aetting of an elementary or secondary classrom. Secondly, few of his

independent variables are instructional innovations which can be

applied to school children. Thirdly, almost all of his studies are

a "one shot" type of experiment. Few are designed to show long

term effects. And fourthly, individual differences are ignored.

For example, it is not enough tc demonstrate that on the average,

instructiftal innovation A is significantly better than innovation

This journal began in 19640



B. It is important to show how children in different parts of

the ability continuum performed on procedure A and B. Teachers

are not only interested in the ability extremes ---the gifted and

the retarded---but they want information AY children in the normal

range, especially those below the median in ability.



The Anplicaticn of Behavior Modification

It may be possible to apply behavior modification to increase

the rate at which school personnel adopt innovations. First an

explanation of behavior modification, then several studies which

illustrate bow the concept is applied in a variety of situatiohs,

and finally some implications for changing receptivity to inno-

vations.

This review is taken from a report by Carney and Asher (1967).

The fundamental concept of behavior modification ray be illustrated

with an incident from a film by Smith, Kline and French entitled,

"Reinforcement Therapy." In the Smith film, the behavior of mental

patients is not conceptualized in traditional mental hygiene theory.

One does not search for causes within the patient's history, nor

does one try to explain the patient's behavior with a psychodynamic

theory such as psychoanalysis. Rather, the behavior is viewed

simply as maladaptive. The therapist says this, "Look, this per-

son has certain behaviors which prevent him from getting and holding

a job, which prevent him from maintaining a successful marriage, or

which prevent him from communicating with other people. Therefore,

our task is to substitute more acceptable, more adaptable behaviors

for those behaviors 4hich have disconnected this person from other

people." How this is achieved can be illustrated with an example

from the Smith film. Each psychiatric attendant, each nurse, each

psychologist and each physician at the mental hospital carries a

pocket filled with poker chips. Immeiiately after a patient shows



any adaptive behavior, he is rewarded with a poker chip. If the

patient smiles in response to an appropriate stimulus such as the

nurse greeting the patient with "Good morning, Sara," the nurse

immediately hands the patient a poker chip. If the patient makes

a coherent utterance to another patient, Cie attendant will hand

the patient a poker chip. Any behavior, no matter how trivial, is

rewarded with a poker chip if the behavior is socially acceptable

or adaptive.

The patient saves the poker chips because he will se the

tokens to buy highly valued items. For instance, each patient

buys the bed he will sleep in that night. If one does not have

many chips he must sleep on a dormitory cot; if one Ilea more tokens

he can rent a bed with a soft, comfortable mattress, an' if one

has still more chips he can have a private room with a viewF That

is how behavior modification works. When a desirabl; behavioral

response is made, an immediate reward is given. Next, a few

studies in which behavior modification was applied.

Ayllon and Azrin (1964) wanted 18 female patients, most of

whom were schizophrenic, to pick up a knife, fork and spoon when

they went through a cafeteria-type line for meals. After a base-

line rating was taken which showed the frequency with which each

girl picked up eating utensils before the experiment, the subjects

were then rewarded with additional fooa, candy or cigarettes if

they picked up the utensils.

For the first 10 trials there were no instructions, only re-



wards were given if the utensils were picked up. Only 10 percent

of the Ss picked up utensils at any one meal. Then all Ss were

asked to please pick up a knife, fork and spoon in return for a

choice among the rewarding items. The result was that on the

first trial with instructions about 50 percent of the Ss made the

appropriate response. By the fifth meal, 12 of 18 Ss were re-

sponding correctly and continued to do so while the reward system

lasted. After one year six Ss continued to pick up food utensils

although the rewards and verbal instructions had long since been

removed.

Ayllon and Azrin (1964) wanted to know whether instructions

alone would change behavior or must instructions be given along

with reward. They repeated their first experiment except for the

first 110 meals, schizophrenic Ss (N = 20) received only verbal

instructions about picking up silverware and for the next 110 meals

they received instructions together with either the reward of go-

ing to the front of the serving line or a punishment by either

being sent to the end of the line or waiting five minutes before

being served.

The results were that the correct response was rarely given

during the baseline period. With instructions only 40 percent of

Ss gave the correct response on the first day which increased to

60 percent by the fifth meal. Perfcraance on any given day wee

quite erratic, varying between 40 percent to 70 percent for Ss.

Vith instructions and reward or punishment, 80 percent of the Ss



responded correctly within four meals and 90 to 100 percent by the

fifth meal. This high level of performance remained constant for

as long as this procedure was maintained. No data was given for

the remission rate when the procedure was discontinued,

The selection of incentives which have high reward value some-

times requires inventive thinking. For example, Asher (1967) has

planned an application of behavior modification to the problem of

increasing the rate of verbal response from college students en-

rolled in introductory psychology. The design calls for the in-

structor to weer a cloth carney's changer around his waist which

has three pockets for reds blue and white poker chips.

The students are instructed that each color has a different

value depending upon the quality of verbal response. Verbal re-

sponses would be questions, examples from the student's experience

which illustrate the topic under discussion, or insights, Immed-

iately after a student's comment or question, the instructor gives

a poker chip. The color of the token will depend upon the in-

structor's judgment of the response quality. At the end of a class

period each student "cashes in" the token for points which the in-

structor records in his grade book.

The interesting aspect of this experiment io, what can the

tokens be cashed in for? What has high reward value for college

students? At first the thought was that the incentive would be a

grade for class participation which had a weight along with the

usual examinations. But collecting tokens for a grade may be more



punitive than rewarding because there may be strong unspoken press-

ure from other students not to work for a grade. The peer culture

may react to verbal output for a grade as "apple polishing" or

"brown-nosing."

Money would be an excellent incentive, but funds are not

available and are absent as a motivator in the usual college class.

On further thought, an incentive was conceptualized which was not

monetary and probably would have extremely high reward value for

college students. That incentive was to let the student use the

poker chips to luz, options. For example, at the end of the semester

the accumulated points for each student would be arranged in a rank

order. The students in the top 25 percent of the distribution had

the option of buying back his two lowest exams or not taking the

final examination. The students in the next quarter of the distri-

bution had the option of buying back the lowest examination or not

taking the final, Those in the third quarter of the distribution

had the option of buying back their lowest examination score and

those students in the bottom quarter had no options° Notice that

there is no punishment for anyone. If one is in the bottom quarter

he can't buy any options but he has lost nothing.

Anlitl12in-Service Education

It seems entirely possible that an analysis of the rewards

and abseace of rewards within contemporary in-service practices

would stimlate insights for the application of behavior modification°

With behavior modification as a frame of reference it would be in-



teresting to see how rang innovations in rewards can be invented

especially to change teacher and administrator behavior. Not only

is the nature of the incentive important, but the timing of the

reward is critical. A set of readings which may generate cues for

the invention and timing of rewards may be found in "Control of

Human Behavior" which has been edited by Ulrich, Stacnnik and I4aby

(1966).



Evaluation

Perhaps the primary criterion measure for the success of most

in-service programs is teacher enthusiasm* If teachers respond to

a program with warmth, excitement and praise the offering is con.

aidered a success. This is similar to the observation made in the

Brickell Report --that an instructional innovation is evaluated

as successful if the pupils respond with enthusiasm.

Certainly the interest of the people to whom a program is

directed is of high importance. This is the Critical dimension of

Motivation. But is motivation enough? If an idea is to be docu-

mented as effected, must we measure other dimensions in addition

to motivation?

These other dimensions will depend upon two factors. One is

the goals for the program and the other factor is to translate the

goals into operational terms.

The gager

Usually, goals are expressed in abstractions which cannot be

measured. For example, consider this goal from an in-service pro-

gram designed for administrators: "A plea, was initiated to develop

the understanding and skill of about forty educators from this region

in using X technique of leadership" The problem with that state-

ment of objectives is that the abstraction "understanding and skill"

could mean so many different things.

Here's another example from an in-service program created for

English teachers: "The aim of Y in-service project is to acquaint
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classroom teachers and administrators with the new English, develop

greater knowledge of content lu English on the part of those re-

sponsible for teaching it, to achieve greater articulation and to

improve classroom performance at all levels."

Again the intent is expressed in abstractions (acquaint, de-

velop, achieve, improve) which are meaningless because they do not

have a reference point in the actual behavior of the learner. These

abstractions are "loaded" words which communicate a sense of lofti-

ness for the project, but can be misinterpreted. Consider other

examples from Mager, (p. 11):

Words Open to Many Words Open to Fewer

Interpretations Interpretations

to know

to understand

to really understand

to appreciate

to fully appreciate

to grasp the significance of

to enjoy

to believe

to have faith in

to write

to recite

to identify

to differentiate

to solve

to construct

to list

to compare

to contrast

A statement ol objectives should be written end rewritten until

it answers the question, "What is the teacher doing when she demon.
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etrates that she has achieved the objectives?" The reader may want

to test himself with these examples. Which of the following goals

is stated in the performance of the teacher?

1) To develop an understanding of the New Enclisb.

2) To be able to transform sentences from the active to the

passive.

Again, select one of the following goals whicb is expressed in th3

behavior of the teacher.

1) To understand Hoffman's technique of leadership.

2) To apply Hoffman's technique of leadership in three

simulated classroom situations.

If you selected the second choice in each pair of objectives,

you have demonstrated that you recognised when an objective was

expressed in performance rather than in an abstraction.

Perhaps detailed illustrations of in- service objective, ex-

pressed in the usual vague abstractions and the same objectives

rewritten applying Mager's model would be a valuable guide for

people who design in-service projects. One extremely important

advantage of transforming in-service ob:iectives into behavioral

terms is that the project can then be evaluated for its effective.

nese. As a further suggestion, a workshop could to offered foi

the intended purpose of practice by the participants in transforming

their 'in-service goals into performance using Mager's model.

The AEplication of Television

The coat of a television camera and tape is now so inexpensive
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that tt could be Imre/rased by any school. With the means to record

virformance on te,evision tape which can then be played back latery

many iano!,atimis in maawurement are possible.

Trievieicn has been us,.;(1 as a powerful techniqm for teacher

training. One of these techniques i& niero-teaching. But still

another zpplication is the evaluation of An in-seTyiee program's

effectiveness.

An example of this is a 1)ilot etudy by Tutko and Aisher (l966).

The intent was to measure the exf.".14 to which teaching behavior

would charge after an instructor viewed a play -back of himselZ

teaching on television tape* The design of the study had six

volunteer college instructors who consented to having one of their

lectures taped in normal classroom setting. Then9 each instructor

viewed his own perfomance and later presented the revised lecture

again---this time to a different class. The second presentation

was also recordad on television tape.

In the measurement phase of this study each instructor individ-

ually viewed a five-minute sample of tape rand.rnly selected from

each lecture by the five other instructors. The viewer was presented

with two behavioral samples from five instructors. The viewer did

not know which sample vas More and ,nick was after the experience

in which an instructor viewed and critiqued himself. Each pair of

before and after teaching samples was shown randomly.

The viewer etmply made paired comparison judgment by deciding

which cf the two 5amrles for each instructor was better. Interestingly9
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the results were no significant differences. The viewers were un-

able to discern any difference between the before and after samrles

These results were especially intriguing when one considers that

all six instructors who participated expressed high enthusiasm for

viewing themselves on television tape as an effective technique

for changing their own behavior,

LatimUNtlasktimelaislas

Yarbroff (1966). Clarke (1967) and Asher (1967) have suggested

that the classic strategy of evaluation with experimental and con

trol groups may not be the only possible approach to educational

problems. The classic approach seems to have many limitations for

complex education problems.

For example, one limitation is that the classics design is dis-

continuous. This means that information is usually collected in

"one shot' and rarely observed over a long period of time. Secondly,

corpariaons acroas studies are extremely difficult because the frame

of reference shifts from study to study* For instance, let us say

that reading method A is found to be significantly better than II

in school X. Then in a different study in school T, the results

show reading method C is significantly better than D. Now, what

can be said about the relative effectiveness of methods A, 132 C and

D? Nothings The reading methods cannot be ordered into a hierarchy

of effectiveness without a third study which contrasts all four

methods. Even if the four reading met:lods are studied in school Z9

can we generalize the results to other schools where the composition



of pupils, teachers, parents and administrators is different?

A third limitation of the classic design is that results are

eLpressed in primitive conclusions. For instance, when we conclude

that reading method A is significantly better than B, this is a

primitive conclusion because we do not know how much better A is

when compared .0.th B. FurthermorG, better for whom? The average

first grader in school X? How about first grade children above

or be: ow the mean. And, will the generalizations hold for other

schools?

As an alternative to the classic discontinuous approach for

evaluation, perhaps the continuous design should be considered.

An application of the continuous design may be found in Yabroff's

report for the Palo Alto Unified School District entitled, "Invi

tation to Decision."

The premise in the Yabroff report was that successful voca

tional decisions are a function of information available to the

pupil. For example, data showed that if the student is trying to

decide whether he should undertake an academic program it was un

necessary to confuse parents, students and counselors with a large

number of test scores, grades and teacher recommendations. Rather,

a few factors will give the student a fairly accurate notion of

his likelihood of succese in a variety of courses. The following

experience tables (Yabroff, 1966) illustrate this point: Notice

that given only one item of information, the student's 9th grade

average, he can see the probability of his success in academic

courses in biology, chemistry, physics, college preparatory mathe

statics and foreign languages. The numbers in the experience tables

are probability statements, as for instance, one means one student

in 10; two means two students in 10, and so forth.
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The continuous design means that within a school, or school

system, criterion information is continually collected and stored

in a comriter. Criterion information would be data on ability,

achievement and attitudes of pupils, and historical, attitudinal

and perceptual data from teachers and administrators. An example

of historical data would be: Where did the teacher take her pre..

service training? An example of perceptual data would be: How

do the teachers perceive the principal's style of thinking Is

he perceived as open or closed? Is he perceived as an early or

late adopter of instruction innovations? An example of attitudinal

data would be: What is teacher A's feeling about a particular

group of first graders? As a group, would she rate them as fast,

average or slow learners?

Then, with a continual flow of data from a school being
be

stored isci a computer, experience tables caneasily generated° The

experience tables would not necessarily imply cause ..effect vac.

tionshipa, but would be a valuable heuristic guide for decisirin

making by administrators and teachers°

As an illustration, if an administrator wanted to know how

parent attitudes toward team teaching first graders in his school

influenced the childron's performance in second grade, an e.xperience

table could be printed out from the computer to show the relation.

ships° The experience table might look like this:



Final
Report
Card in
Second
Grade

A

Negative

1

2

3

7

3 2 3 2

5 2 3

1 2 3 4 5 Positive

Parental Attitudes Toward Team Teaching Their
First Grade Children

Other questions the administrator could ask about team teaching

and receive information from an experience table are:

1) Will the performance of second graders vary with how the

children performed in the first grade with team teaching?

2) Now will the performance of first graders who get team

team teaching be related to their performance Ju a second

grade which is self-contained?

For each specific question the computer can be programmed to

print-out an experience table. The value of this approach is that

an innovation such as team teaching can be explored in fine detail.

The ademistrator or teacher by asking successive questions and

examininc
he appropriate experience tables can develop a wellA

differentiated answer which will facilitate an educational decision.

The notion of continuous design for decision-making lay be

a powerful tool for educational change. In this dense thin it
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function as an in- service program by transmitting to school pers.

sonnel inforeaUon on which they can base decisions to change.

In addition, conventional in-service programs can be evalu.

ated with the continuous design. For example, what affect has an

in-service proaram on the ITA method of reading? The experience

table might Isok like this:

Percentile
Location of.
First
Graders on
End of Year
herding Test

10%

75

50

25

0

ITA Traditional
Method



Future Programs

Television sdamputers,

(This section will be written by Gaither Lee Martin.)

Recent Proposals

There is, at present, a growing interest in the continued edu-

cation of teachers already in the classroom. Concern for in-service

education programs is part of the vast effort to rennovate the

educational system generally. Numerous projects in the recent past

have sought to evaluate the effectiveness of computer-programmed

instruction (see IPI Project, Project EDINN, CAI Project). Other

programs are aimed at evaluating teacher effectiveness in the class-

room (Bush and Allen, 1963; Allen and McDonald, unpublished). At

the Stanford Center for Research 'And Development in teaching there

is at present a concentrated effort being made to decipher teaching

techniques proved effective in the classroom and to develop methods

whereby successful technical skills of teaching can be clearly re-

presented to teachers. Visible in this line of research is the

influence of role theory and modeling behavior. Specific skills

for the various subject areas taught in the schools are being iso-

lated and identified with the idee that such skills, when imagin-

atively applied, are the basis for "good" teaching.

There is increasing recognition in educational research of

the value of videotape and Educational Television (ETV) as tools

for evaluating and instructing both teachers and students. In

some quarters the attempt is being made to develop videotape data

banks to contain records of teaching performance and changes which

occur as the result of training. Taping lessons before and after

special instruction will help measure change in style of subject

'1111=111111110

This section was written by George Canney.



presentation and the effectiveness of programs designed to improve

teacher performance.

Until now in-service education of teachers has tended to re-

main outside the innovative trend in education. There has been

some use of ETV (Burger, 1960; Abel, 1960; Diamond, 1961) for

teacher in-service education, but its use is still not too widely

spread. The emphasis placed on evaluation of teaching methods,

type of population dealt with, and how behavior can be changed has

yet to filter down into in.-service programs. It may be that once

more is known about evaluating and instituting effective teaching,

in-service workshops and institutes will offer more clearly defined

and readily applicable skills for reaching carefully defined popu-

lations of children.

At present there is no one publication which describes recent

project proposals for teacher in-service education. One publication

of the U.S. Department of Education has recently become available

(ERIC) which provides short summaries of funded Title III projects

and also microfiche cards doccribing the programs to somewhat more

detail. The publication, however, reports on projects only through

1965. Moreover, a survey of the programs discussed in ERIC suggests

that teacher in-service training is rarely the object of study.

Usually the projects report that provisions were made for teacher

in-service education and include discus ion sessions, lectures and

demonstratiQns by model teachers. (See, for example, Ream 7m:

provemeut in '111 Detroit Great Cities itztIct Schools, 1963; The

Ammsva,. n,.!.A.J0C07.0,4-, Von.



Richmond plat 1962; and The Orientation Classes for Iltatint

Transient Children, 1963.) One exception, reported in ERIC, is

a program directed by Weaver (1963) describing an in- service

training program for elementary schools using modern math texts.

The project lasted for 13 weeks, during which time there was a

weekly half -hour ETV lesson devoted to math content and teaching

suggestion% Lessons were distributed prior to each telecast

with a discussion period following the telecast, Using videotape

made it possible for the project director and lecturer to attend

various schools during the ET's' predentation and to answer questions

during review and discussion periods. At the end of the 13 weeks,

the general opinion was that the program was successful in im-

proving teacher performance. Teachers, however, complained about

not understanding the subject matter and found it difficult to

apply the skills presented during the lectures because the directions

were not explicit enough to provide direction for instructing their

own elapses. The Weaver project is of interest because it appears

to have combined ETV with personal contact and available materials

in one presentation. Like most in-service programs, however,

teachers appear unable to apply what they see in their own class-

rooms. Before ETV can be truly effective for in-service education

it may be necessary that a clearer understanding exists about what

is involved in teaching effectively and, correspondingly, utilization

of objective means to evaluate existing classroom conditions to

del sine what types of training are needed.



It was suggested by Dr. Bill McLaughlin of the U.S. Department

of Edacation'a Regional Office in verbal communication to this

wrig:er that the pnavailability of informati'" concerning current

developments in the area of in-servizo programming causes much wasted

effort, measured in time and money, because of program overlap, un-

necessary repetition and costly oversights that might have been

avoided. One publication Vlach may help remedy the situation for a

short time will appear under the auspices of the U.S. Departamnt

of Education this fall. Slated for limited circulation, this report

will describe recent project proposals funded under Title III in

an effort to determine the present status of teacher in-service

education. Dr. Norman Hearne of the Office of Education (Plans and

Supplementary Center) will organize the report.

In the future additional provisions are needed to make in-service

programs more attractive for teachers. Dr. William Shanner of the

American Institute of Research in Palo Alto, California, suggested

in verbal communication that it is essenUal for schools to occasion-

ally provide release time from classes for teachers eithwr by



instituting half days or employing substitute teachers before

teachers can develop enthisiasm for in-service workshops and

functions. Teac::ers are feeling overburdened by teaching re-

sponsibilities as well as attacked by the mounting critique of

our educational system. Since, at present, most promotional

scales only give credit for college courses, enthusimm for the

extra work demanded by in-service traiainr is waning. Mr.

William McLaughlin reports that in summer workshops where a small

monetary stipend is provided, this incentive factor encourages an

active involvement throughout the entire program and, generally

speuking, positive feelings of accomplial"lent in the participants.

His recommendation, then, is that teachers be given credit for

participating in in-service programs instead of the present

policy of requiring attendance of teachers who already feel the

imposition of heavy teachi..ng loads and the accelerated entrance

of new information into 'wen field.

Innovations into Vie area of teacher in-service education

have been somewhat sloder in appearing than in other areas of

education. It does seem, howevert that in-service programs can

profit from the now thinkiz-, ,leing generated in the areas of cur-

riculum development, teacher evaluation and programs for specie*

population,: of children. Needed is a faster and more informative

system on in-service trends and research prppositiona so 41E4

a more co-ordinated effort can be made to provide effective and

worthwhile programs for teacher education.
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Recommendations

ProTrams

Allen and Ryan (1966) commented that there is not a

large literature available on in-service programs because

"...the programs tend to be stereotyped and of a low level

of imagination." (p. 16) They suggested that high quality

in-service packages be created using films, and television

tapes. Since the production of a first class presentation

'through the film or television media is a "blue chip"

expead4ture, these packages would seem to be a practical

proposal if we assume state-wide or even national distri-

bution. Large !landing could be invested to create a high

quality product, yet the cost would be quite small when

pro-rated among the schools who would use the package.

Teachers

ihlle film packages could stimillate administrator and

teacher interest in a new educational innovation, a model

should be created to guide local school personnel for a

"follow through" to transform the idea into an application.

Perhaps administrators--especiO4 principals should be

offered special workshops desienfd to help them organize

and encourame the necessary behavior which will allow a

trial for an educational innovation. Jithin the "follow -

through" model, there should be provisions for an educational
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"county went" who has the skill and 000nomic resources to

assist early adopters in a trial within their school.

The system of incentives for teachers and administrations

should be incited using principles of behavior modification

as a heuristic guide. One obvious incentive is release-time

from the classroom or half days periodically so that teachers

and administratiors can participate in in-service programs

on school time. Another incentive suggested by William

McLaughlin is that he has observed from his experience that

teachers paid 3125. for attending a summer workshop will give

$600. worth of effort and time. A certain monetary incentive,

says McLaughlin, is an effective means for getting teachers

to give time outside the classroom.

Another recommendation is that the contemporary concept,

of job advancement should be reconsidered. At present,

pay raises are based en college credits. Why not credit

for any change in teacher behavior which could increase her

teaching effectiveness such as participation in authorized

workshops?

For the beginning teacher, many changes are recoommended.

For example, there is a need for close supervision especially

In the early years of teachins when one is still an apprentice

who is usually isolated from colleagues and receives little.

direction in how to teeket. The role of the supervisor in

L
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this situation should be supportive rather than critical.

The supervisor should not be a critic but an understanding

ally, a resource person, a model, and a friendly assistant to

the new teacher.

Allen and Ryan (1966) report that one of the unique

problems of teaching is that "a large number of married

women leave teaching somewhere between the third and fifth

year of their experience and return to teaching ten to

fifteen years later, after the moat demanding years of

motherhood." (p. 43) An important function cf in-service

programs should be preparing these teachers for re-assimilation.

physical eettiqg

A well-organized audio-visual center for a school

district would be a valuable aid for, increasing instructional

effectiveness. The center should not merely be a dispensary

for tapes, films, and projectors, but function as a consulting

service for teachers. Artists and technicians should be

available to Resist the classroom teacher In translatinq

ideas into effeotive presentations for children,

The audio-visual center at San Jose State College

under the direction of Dr. Richard B. Lewis could be a

model for other A-V c4Aaters. For an interesting historical

account of the problems encountered when one attempts to

establish an A-V center, see "An interview with the

Director of an A-V center" (Asher, 1967).



Allen and Ryan (1966) offered another interesting

sum4estion called the "open classroom." Traditionally, the

classroom has been considered a closed sanctuary, an impregnable

fortress, and an area of autonomy for the classroom teacher.

Contrast the closed classroom with the notion of an

open classroom meaning that teaching becomes a group

responsibility. Rather thm isolation for the teacher, she

experiences a maximum exchange of ideas and aid from her

colleagues and superviso. This increased aid and exchange

is achieved through class visite, critique conferences, and

the sharing of materials.

Evaluation

Perhaps the most important unsolved problem of in-

service education is evaluation. Evaluation has two component

parts. The first is: How should we evaluate teacher

performance? For a stimulating discussion of this issue,

see Kinney, 1957, 1963; Kallenbach, 1961, 1962, 1964; and

Bradley, et al, 1960. The second is: How should we evaluate

the effectiveness of in-service programs?

Perhaps most of the change in teacher and administrator

behavior will depend, to a large extent, on the solutions

for the evaluation problem. What is needed may be a new

theory of measurement especially developed for the complex

criterion problems of education.

Part of the difficulty in evaluation for any education

innovation and especially those in in- service education lo

the ambiguous conceptualization of goals. Earlier in the

paper we suggested that goals must be translated into
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onerational terms if :1e9.61ement is to be t4n11 ed for

evaluation. One tecAritTp,1 reocomTEnde for. this

translation is the !ruide suq7sest,:,,d by Maer (1961)

Research

earlier in this paDer we cit3a evideLce to u'IvAT that

the educational psycholozisto tte individual wh.o could :live

stronft leadership in educational innovations end tie protlem

of evaluation, has exrressed only minor Interest Some ow

researchers must be made aware of critical problems in

education, Perhaps the office of Educations louLl stimulate

increased interest by publialdr;g a net of ht3h priority

problems from the field of Oducfon which the fedral

covey neat is -grLiling to support with vetgeareb zrants
strategy umed.

ThisA has be g.!.th inventions. The federal ,-;c7vern-

each of
meat has published a llst of problewhich could be solved

with a future invontion. And, this same stratezy laas been

used in lin3uistics when the federal 3overnment pvlillshed

a list of nejected but critical lalv7uaTes which n--;eded the

attention uf researa.ers,

Specifically, some L1 r; pricrIty educational oroblems

would be as followe

what innovations in instruction will have a dramatic

effect on learn1n7, in the elementary and secondary sohoole?

An evaluation of an innova:Uon should show the lcr.

term effectr.



evalLutioa of an 1-anovatlen should show how

fliforences anion -;: chIldren in an arze croup

:the new pro:ramo It Ss not enoll3h to say

atnrae, technique A was si:cificantly better

(sc:Ar1ciitl LID Sctool NIrpornel want to km7w how

':;'1111,:a.. In difereaT. parts of the ability conti=um

Ts)onJE; to the inawatims, ey are esirecially intfarestod

iJ 3u1 ifz.fin J! hire the normal my)ze, but who are below the

miau ln

T'aaps -faare should be a cleariwacuse for informatioa
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